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Abstract 

This paper presents an analytical study on the effect 
of hob offset on the dynamic tooth strength of spur gears. 
The study was limited to equal and opposite offset val- 
ues applied to the pinion and gear to maintain the stan- 
dard operating center distance. The analysis presented in 
this paper was performed using a new version of the 
NASA gear dynamics code DANST. 

The operating speed of the transmission has a signifi- 
cant influence on the amount of hob offset required to 
equalize the dynamic stresses in the pinion and gear. In 
the transmission studied, at low speeds, the optimum hob 
offset value was found to fluctuate. At higher speeds, the 
optimum value was constrained by the minimum allowed 
thickness at the tip of the pinion tooth. For gears that 
must operate over a range of speeds, an average offset 
value may be used. Spur gears designed with the proce- 
dure presented here can have significant improvements 
in load capacity. 

Nomenclature 

e hob offset, m (in.) 

k hob addendum parameter 

m module, mm 

N number of teeth 

p circular pitch, m (in.) 

Pd diametral pitch, in.-1 

Rb base radius, m (in.) 

R^ Pitch radius, m (in.) 

t tooth thickness, m (in.) 

$ pressure angle, degree 

Subscript 

1 driving gear (pinion) 

2 driven gear (gear) 

Introduction 

Designing gear transmission systems involves select- 
ing combinations of gears to produce a desired speed ra- 
tio. If the ratio is not unity, the gears will have different 
diameters. The tooth strength of the smaller gear (the pin- 
ion) is generally weaker than that of the larger one (the 
gear) if both are made of the same material. In some de- 
signs, the pinion must have a very small number of teeth 
in order to provide the required ratio and fit in the avail- 
able space. This can lead to undercut of the teeth in the 
pinion which further reduces strength. 

One solution to the pinion design problem is to specify 
nonstandard gears in which the addendum of the pinion 
is increased slightly, thus increasing its strength, while 
the gear addendum may be decreased by an equal amount. 
These changes in tooth proportions may be accomplished 
without changing operating center distance and with stan- 
dard cutting tools by withdrawing the cutting tool slightly 
as the pinion blank is cut and advancing the cutter the 
same distance into the gear blank. This practice is called 
the long and short addendum system. When gears are cut 
by hobs, this adjustment to the tooth proportions is called 
hob cutter offset. 

Several studies have been performed to determine the 
proper hob cutter offset to produce gear pairs of differ- 
ent sizes and contact ratios with balanced tooth strength. 
Walsh and Mabie (1971) investigated using hob offset to 
equalize the stress in the pinion and gear teeth. They de- 
veloped hob offset charts for various velocity ratios and 
for several values of center distance. Mabie, Walsh, and 
Bateman (1983) performed similar but more detailed 
work about tooth stress equalization and compared the 
results with those found from the Lewis form factor y 



and using the AGMA formulation. Mabie, Rogers, and 
Reinholtz (1990) developed a numerical procedure to de- 
termine the hob offsets for a pair of gears to maximize 
the ratio of recess to approach action, to balance tooth 
strength of pinion and gear, to maintain the desired con- 
tact ratio, and to avoid undercutting. 

The earlier analyses summarized above dealt primarily 
with the static tooth strength of pinions and gears. They 
used the Lewis formula (Shigley and Mitchell, 1983) to 
calculate the tooth root stress and based calculations on 
the maximum static load applied at the tip of the tooth. 
The dynamic tooth load, especially at high speed, can be 
significantly greater than the static load, and the maxi- 
mum dynamic tooth load may occur at a location other 
than the tooth tip (Lin et al., 1989). Furthermore, gears 
produced by offset hob cutters may have transmission 
errors different from gears with standard tooth propor- 
tions. The dynamic response of a gear system, excited by 
the dynamic transmission error, can be considerably dif- 
ferent for nonstandard gears. To design high speed gears 
of balanced tooth strength, dynamic effects should be con- 
sidered. 

This paper presents an investigation of the combined 
effect of hob offset and gear speed on dynamic load and 
tooth bending stress. It represents an extension of the ear- 
lier static analyses. A new version of the computer 
program DANST (Oswald et al., 1993) was used for the 
analysis. 

t = 2etand> + — Y    2 
(1) 

Equation (1) can be used to calculate the tooth thickness 
on the cutting pitch circle of a gear generated by a hob 
offset an amount e; e will be negative if the hob is ad- 
vanced into the gear blank. In Fig. 1, the hob was with- 
drawn just enough so that the addendum line passed 
through the interference point of the pinion. The with- 
drawn amount can be increased or decreased as desired 
as long as the pinion tooth does not become undercut or 
pointed. The equation that describes the relationship be- 
tween e and other tooth geometry is 

e = AB + OA-OP = — + Rbcos<|)-Rp        (2) 
Pd 

Therefore, 

--Rp(l-cos2<j> 

1 fi,    N • 2A e = — k sin  (j> 
Pd V      2 

(3) 

(4) 

Two equations that were developed from involutometry 
find particular application in this study: 

Theory and Analysis 

Spur Gears Cut by a Hob Cutter 
The following analysis is based on the study of Mabie 

and Reinholtz (1987). Figure 1 shows a hob cutting a pin- 
ion where the solid line indicates a pinion with fewer than 
the minimum number of teeth required to prevent inter- 
ference. The addendum line of the hob falls above the 
interference point E of the pinion so that the flanks of the 
pinion teeth are undercut. To avoid undercutting, the hob 
can be withdrawn a distance e so that the addendum line 
of the hob passes through the interference point E. This 
condition is shown dotted in Fig. 1 and results in the hob 
cutting a pinion with a wider tooth. As the hob is with- 
drawn, the outside radius of the pinion must also be in- 
creased (by starting with a larger blank) to maintain the 
same clearance between the tip of the pinion tooth and 
the root of the hob tooth. To show the change in the pin- 
ion tooth more clearly, the withdrawn hob in Fig. 1 was 
moved to the right to keep the left side of the tooth profile 
the same in both cases. 

The width of the enlarged pinion tooth on its cutting 
pitch circle can be determined from the tooth space of the 
hob on its cutting pitch line. From Fig. 2, this thickness 
can be expressed by the following equation: 

RA 
cos<t>B= -^ cos(()A 

RB 

lB ~ 2RB 
V2RA 

+ inv (J)A - inv <j)B 

(5) 

(6) 

By means of these equations, the pressure angle and 
tooth thickness at any radius RB can be found if the pres- 
sure angle and tooth thickness are known at a reference 
radius RA. This reference radius is the cutting pitch ra- 
dius and the tooth thickness on this cutting pitch circle 
can be easily calculated for any cutter offset by Eq. (1). 
The reference pressure angle is the pressure angle of the 
hob cutter. 

When two gears, gear 1 and gear 2, which have been 
cut with a hob offset ej and e2, respectively, are meshed 
together, they operate on pitch circles of radii Rj and R'2 

and at pressure angle <j>'. The thickness of the teeth on the 
operating pitch circles can be expressed as tj and t'2 which 
can be calculated from Eq. (6). These dimensions are 
shown in Fig. 3 together with the thickness of the teeth tt 

and ^ on the cutting pitch circles of radii Rj and R2. 



To determine the pressure angle (j)' at which these gears 
will operate, we found 

and 

ro2__Ni_ R, 

(a, No     Ro 
(7) 

or 

inv <(>' = inv <)> + 
2Pd(ej+e2)tan <j) 

Nj+N2 

(14) 

. +e  ._(N1+N2)(invd>--inv0) 

"'     2 2Pdtan<() 

t,+t2 = 
2JC RJ _ 2JC R2 

N, N, '1 1,2 

Substituting Eq. (6) into Eq. (8) and dividing by 2R'j, 

Expressing the above equation in metric units with m as 
(°)   module, 

2R, 
+ (inv ()> - inv (j)') R? 

R, 
-^- + (inv<t>-inv(f>') 
/K2 

N, 
(9) 

Rearranging this equation gives, 

tj       R2    t2 71 

2R7
+
R! 2R2 ~NJ" + 

R, 

V      Rl 
1 + -2- (inv (j)' - inv $)       (10) 

By substituting Eq. (7) and 2R = N/Pd into the above equa- 
tion and multiplying by Nj/Pd, 

t1+t2=—+ (inv<t>'-inv(j>)       (11) 
rd        rd 

By substituting Eq. (1) for tj and t2, 

2ej tan<() +—+2e2 tan(()-i- —= 

— + Nl+N2 (inv f - inv <j>)     (12) 
Pd Pd 

Simplifying the equation above gives, 

7t     N, + N, 
2tan<|>(e1+e2) + p = — + — ^-(inv<]) -mv(|)) 

Pd Pd 

(13) 

By substituting p = 7t/Pd and solving for inv <|>, 

ei+e2 = 
m(Nj + N2 j(inv {)>' - inv <|>) 

2tan(|) 
(16) 

In this study, we limit our investigation to the case that 
the hob cutter is advanced into the gear blank the same 
amount that it is withdrawn from the pinion, therefore, 
e2 = -Cj and, from Eq. (17) or (18), ())' = ((>. Because there 
is no change in the pressure angle, R\ = Rj and R'2 = R2, 
and the gears operate at the standard center distance. If 
the offsets are unequal (e2 ^ -ej) then the center distance 
must change. This problem is beyond the scope of this 
paper. 

Gear Transmission Model 
The computer program DANST was used for the dy- 

namic analysis. The DANST model employs four torsional 
degrees of freedom to represent a typical gear transmis- 
sion. The model includes driving pinion and driven gear, 
connecting shafts, motor, and load. The equations 
of motion were derived from Basic gear geometry and 
elementary vibration principles. DANST predicts the dy- 
namic response of a transmission for several parameters 
including dynamic load and tooth bending stress. In an 
earlier study, the predictions of the computer model com- 
pared very well with experimental observations (Oswald 
et al., 1991). 

The dynamics of gear systems can be influenced con- 
siderably by the stiffness of the meshing gear teeth. A 
principal excitation for gear dynamics and vibration is 
the variation of this stiffness caused by teeth entering and 
leaving mesh. This stiffness variation is a primary cause 
of the time-varying component of gear transmission er- 
ror. The gear transmission error analysis derived earlier > 
by Lin et al. (1993a) was used in this study. A more up- 
to-date formula by Cornell (1981) replaces the Lewis 
equation for tooth stress calculation. The latest version of 
DANST also adds the effect of extended tooth contact 
due to deflection of loaded teeth (Lin et al., 1993a). 

A more detailed development of the dynamic model 
and tooth root stress calculation can be found from previ- 
ous literature (Cornell, 1981, and Lin et al., 1993b). 



Results and Discussion 

The DANST analysis was applied to a pinion and gear 
set with a velocity ratio of 3:1. Parameters for the gear set 
are given in table I. 

Cutting gears with an offset hob affects the tooth thick- 
ness as discussed above. This fundamentally affects the 
meshing action and the transmission error. The effect of 
hob offset can be seen in Fig. 4. The hob offset has a 
considerable effect on the starting and ending of tooth 
contact. For example, for the zero offset case, tooth con- 
tact starts at the roll angle of 0.33° and ends at 39.46°, 
while for an offset of 1.78 mm (0.07 in.) (ej = -e2 = 1.78 
mm), the contact starts at 7.30° and ends at 44.75°. The 
theoretical contact ratio changes slightly from 1.623 for 
no offset to 1.616 for 1.78 mm offset. 

Since the dynamic response of a gear transmission is 
excited by the static transmission error, we may expect 
the changes in the static transmission error observed above 
will be reflected in the dynamic tooth stress. This effect 
can be seen in Figs. 5 and 6. Figure 5 shows the dynamic 
tooth stress of a standard pinion and gear (no hob offset) 
operating at 10 000 rpm. The maximum pinion stress 
(255 MPa or 37 ksi) is significantly greater than the gear 
stress (181 MPa or 26.29 ksi). 

Figure 6 shows the dynamic stress for similar gears as 
in Fig. 5 but with a hob offset of 1.42 mm (0.056 in.) 
which is the optimum value determined from the static 
procedure by Mabie. The maximum dynamic tooth stress 
of both pinion and gear have been reduced to 204 MPa 
(29.62 ksi) and 177.5 MPa (25.76 ksi), respectively. The 
stress balance in the pinion and gear has been remarkably 
improved when compared to the case with no hob offset 
(Fig. 5), however, it is still not exactly balanced. In the 
figure, the maximum stress in both gears has been de- 
creased which indicates the load capacity of this gear sys- 
tem has been increased. 

From the parameters in table I, the undamped funda- 
mental natural frequency of the sample gear transmission 
is calculated to be 20 500 rpm. To evaluate the effect of 
hob offset on dynamic load and stress, a study was con- 
ducted for a range of offset values on sample gear sets 
operated at the resonant speed (20 500 rpm) and its sub- 
multiples. Figure 7 compares the maximum dynamic load 
and maximum dynamic tooth root stress of pinion and 
gear as a function of hob offset, when the gear transmis- 
sion is operating at the resonant speed. Although the dy- 
namic tooth load is affected very little by the offset, the 
dynamic tooth root stress for the pinion and gear are af- 
fected significantly. With no offset, the pinion tooth stress 
(379 MPa) is about 20 percent higher than the gear tooth 
stress (317 MPa). As the offset value increases, the tooth 
stresses of pinion and gear converge becoming equal when 
the offset value is about 1.91 mm (0.075 in.). The analy- 

sis was carried to a theoretical limit of e = 1.98 mm 
(0.078 in.) at which the pinion teeth become pointed. 

For actual gears, the designer must maintain a mini- 
mum tooth thickness at the tip to prevent tip breakage. 
The designer must also allow for an edge break at the tip 
and for manufacturing tolerances on all dimensions. These 
factors are ignored in this analysis. 

It is not possible to design a gear set with tooth stress 
exactly equal for the pinion and gear at all operating con- 
ditions. Figure 8 is similar to Fig. 7 except the operating 
speed is one-half resonant speed (10 250 rpm). The dy- 
namic load decreases slightly as the offset is increased. 
The maximum pinion and gear tooth stress approach each 
other as the hob offset increases to the limiting value (e = 
1.98 mm) when the pinion teeth become pointed. In this 
case, the best value to equalize the dynamic tooth stress 
of pinion and gear is the maximum allowable hob offset. 

From Figs. 7 and 8, we can see the operating speed 
plays an important role in determining the best offset val- 
ues. We investigated the amount of hob offset required to 
equalize the dynamic tooth stress of pinion and gear at 
various operating speeds. Results are depicted in Fig. 9. 
At lower speeds, from 1000 to 6000 rpm, the required hob 
offset fluctuates irregularly between 1.40 mm (0.055 in.) 
and 1.98 mm (0.078 in.). For the range of 6000 to 
20 000 rpm, the offset value is limited by pinion tooth 
pointing at 1.98 mm. Above 20 000 rpm, the hob offset 
fluctuates as in the lower speed range. The maximum al- 
lowable offset (1.98 mm) is shown as a dashed line in the 
figure. 

In Fig. 9, There is no obvious trend to determine the 
best offset value for gears which operate over a wide speed 
range. However, a weighted average of the hob offset val- 
ues over the intended operating speed range can be used 
as an optimum value. For example, if the operating speed 
range for the sample gears is between 1000 and 6000 rpm, 
a hob offset of 1.78 mm (0.070 in.), which is a simple 
average of the offset values within the range, can be ap- 
plied to minimize the difference in dynamic tooth strength 
of the pinion and gear. If the speed range is from 6000 to 
20 000 rpm, then the best offset is the maximum allow- 
able value, e = 1.98 mm. 

Figures 10 to 12 compare the dynamic response for the 
sample gears with hob offset values of 0, 1.42, 1.78 and 
1.98 mm over the speed range 1000 to 24 000 rpm. In 
Fig. 10 we have the trend of the dynamic load. There is 
little difference in the dynamic load curves for hob off- 
sets e = 1.42,1.78 and 1.98 mm. All of these curves show 
a considerable reduction in dynamic load at most speeds 
over the no-offset curve except near and above the reso- 
nant speed of 20 000 rpm where there is little difference. 
The dynamic load curve of the optimal static offset 
(1.42 mm) appears to be slightly higher than the other 
two offset curves in the speed range below 14 000 rpm. 



Figure 11 shows the maximum dynamic tooth stress 
for the pinion as a function of operating speed. The curves 
show that, at all speeds, any of the values of hob offset 
reduce the maximum pinion tooth stress. The stress is 
lower due to the increase in the pinion tooth thickness as 
well as the reduced transmission error. The dynamic stress 
reduction is especially significant at the system resonant 
speed (20 500 rpm) and its submultiples. For example, at 
resonant speed, the pinion dynamic stress declines from 
389 to 341 MPa (56.36 to 49.45 ksi), a 14 percent reduc- 
tion. At one-half resonant speed, the stress changes from 
296 to 214 MPa (43 to 31 ksi), a 28 percent reduction. 
At one-third resonance, the stress decreases from 248 to 
172 MPa (36 to 25 ksi), a 30.5 percent reduction. As in 
the dynamic load curves, there is little difference in the 
stress for the two higher values of hob offset (1.78 and 
1.98 mm). However, there is a significant difference in 
the stress (up to 12 percent lower) between the curve for 
the 1.98 mm (maximum allowable) offset and the 1.42 
mm (optimal static) offset. 

Figure 12 shows the maximum dynamic tooth stress 
for the gear. The hob offset has much less effect on the 
gear than the pinion (Fig. 11). There is a moderate stress 
reduction in the speed range of 10 000 to 18 000 rpm, but 
there is a small increase in the stress for speeds above 
resonance. 

The analysis procedure presented in this paper can be 
used to determine the best hob offset for balanced dy- 
namic tooth strength. The actual offset amount applied 
to the manufacturing of the pinion and gear should de- 
pend upon the intended operating speed range of the gear 
pair. 

Conclusions 

A new version of the NASA gear dynamics code 
DANST (Dynamic ANalysis of Spur Gear Transmissions) 
was used to study the dynamic stress of nonstandard spur 
gears cut with offset hobs. The study was limited to gear 
pairs with an equal but opposite amount of hob offset 
applied to the pinion and gear to maintain the standard 
center distance. The operating speed of the transmission 
was varied over a broad range to evaluate speed effects 
on the dynamic response. The following conclusions were 
obtained from the investigation: 

1. Cutting gears with offset hobs is an effective way to 
balance the dynamic tooth strength of the pinion and gear. 
In some cases, it reduces the dynamic stress in the pinion 
and increases stress in the gear to achieve balance, how- 
ever, in other cases, the stress is reduced in both the pin- 
ion and gear which further improves the load capacity. 

2. In general, increasing the offset improves the bal- 
ance in dynamic tooth strength. However, the best hob 

offset value varies with the transmission speed. In many 
situations, the best offset value is limited by the maxi- 
mum allowable offset that renders the pinion tooth pointed. 
The optimal offset determined from Mabie's static proce- 
dure is most effective at lower speeds. 

3. For gears operating over a range of speeds, a suit- 
able offset is the average of all the best values within this 
speed range. 

4. The analysis developed in this study can be used to 
determine the required hob offset to balance the dynamic 
tooth strength of pinion and gear. The balanced design 
will provide a gear system with higher load capacity. 
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 TABLE I.—GEAR PARAMETERS  

Gear type    Full depth, involute tooth 
Number of teeth (pinion/gear)      16/48 
Module M, mm (diametral pitch P, 1/in.)    4.23 (6) 
Pressure angle, deg 20 
Face width, mm (in.)     6.35(0.25) 
Applied torque, N-m (Ib-in.)       54.25 (480) 
Static tooth load, N/m (lb/in.)    268 400 (1532) 
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Figure 1 .—Spur gear tooth cut by a standard hob or a 
withdrawn hob. From Mabie and Reinholtz (1987). 
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Figure 2.—Calculation of the enlarged tooth width of pinion 
cut by a withdrawn hob. From Mabie and Reinholtz (1987). 
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Figure 3.—Operating pitch circle, tooth thickness, and 
pressure angle of gears cut by offset hobs. From Mabie 
and Reinholtz (1987). 
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Figure 4.—Gear transmission error under static loading at 
different hob offset values. 
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Figure 5.—Static and dynamic tooth stress of pinion and 
gear at 10 000 rpm, no hob offset. 
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Figure 6.—Static and dynamic tooth stress of pinion and 
gear at 10 000 rpm, with hob offset of 1.42 mm. 
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Figure 10.—Dynamic load of gears as a function of speed, 
with various values of hob offset. 
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Figure 11.—Dynamic tooth stress of pinion as a function 
of speed, at various values of hob offset. 
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